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ABSTRACT

Miniaturisation of endoscopes can be achieved using lensless endoscope probes, which enhances in vivo deep-tissue imaging technology. The necessity of a detailed understanding of light propagation through optical fibres is paramount, since beam focusing and scanning at tissue require beam shaping at the proximal end of the fibre. For stable light delivery and collection, the sensitivity of various fibre profiles against fibre deformations needs to be reviewed. We present a numerical simulation tool investigating optical field propagation through multimode and multicore optical fibres, emphasizing fibre-bending deformations. The simulation tool enables user to choose optimum fibre with best possible realistic parameters for any application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lensless endoscopes provide a means for delivery and collection of light to and from tissue without any need for additional optical elements at the fibre distal end.\textsuperscript{1} These facilitate to reduce the overall footprint of the device to the order of an optical fibre, which potentially leads to easier non-invasive deep-tissue imaging. Essentially, an extensive analysis of the laser beam propagation through the optical fibre is required in this case, since any focusing or scanning at the sample site requires the beam to be shaped at the fibre’s proximal end. For an accurate imaging system, fiber bending must not affect the beam delivery and subsequent collection, or at least do so in a way that is easy to detect and for which compensation can be applied. Given this background, one could experimentally acquire the Transformation Matrix (TM) of the straight fibre at hand that could help determine optical propagation even in non-ideal fibre structures,\textsuperscript{2,3} but this method is helpful only if one has experimental TM results corresponding to a specific existing fibre and the method does not help in a theoretical investigation in which optimal fibre parameters are sought. To this end, we present a numerical tool to simulate various types of optical fibre under the realistic use case of bending deformations, which in turn allows the user to choose the best optical fibre with suitable parameters for the specific application before starting the experiment.
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2. THEORY

The numerical simulations of optical field propagation through varied profiles of optical fibres were performed using the finite difference beam propagation method (FDBPM).\textsuperscript{4,5} The paraxial Helmholtz equation can be represented as:

\begin{equation}
2j k_0 n_0 \frac{\partial E}{\partial z} = \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial y^2} + k_0^2 [n^2(x, y, z) - n_0^2] E \tag{1}
\end{equation}

where \( E = E(x, y, z) \) is the electric field inside the optical fibre with refractive index profile represented as \( n(x, y, z) \). Using the finite difference approximation, Eq. (1) can be written as:

\begin{equation}
2j k_0 n_0 \frac{\partial E_{p,q}}{\partial z} = \frac{E_{p-1,q} - 2E_{p,q} + E_{p+1,q}}{\Delta x^2} + \frac{E_{p,q-1} - 2E_{p,q} + E_{p,q+1}}{\Delta y^2} + k_0^2 [n_{p,q}^2(z) - n_0^2] E_{p,q}, \tag{2}
\end{equation}

where \( E_{p,q} \) is the electric field at \((p\Delta x, q\Delta y, z)\) with \( p = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N_x - 1, q = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N_y - 1, \) and \( N_x, \) \( N_y \) being the number of pixels in \( x \) and \( y \) directions. Integrating Eq. (2) in the interval \([z, z + \Delta z]\) and application of trapezoidal rule of integration lead to the Crank-Nicolson finite difference representation of the relation between electric fields at transverse planes \( z \) and \( z + \Delta z \) as:

\begin{equation}
-a_x E_{p-1,q}(z + \Delta z) - a_x E_{p+1,q}(z + \Delta z) - a_y E_{p,q-1}(z + \Delta z) - a_y E_{p,q+1}(z + \Delta z) + b E_{p,q}(z + \Delta z) = a_x E_{p-1,q}(z) + a_x E_{p+1,q}(z) + a_y E_{p,q-1}(z) + a_y E_{p,q+1}(z) + c E_{p,q}(z), \tag{3}
\end{equation}

where \( a_x = \frac{\Delta z}{\Delta x^2}, a_y = \frac{\Delta z}{\Delta y^2}, b = 2j k_0 n_0 + \frac{2\Delta z}{\Delta x^2} - \frac{k_0^2 \Delta z}{2} (n_{p,q}^2(z + \Delta z) - n_0^2), \) and \( c = 2j k_0 n_0 - \frac{2\Delta z}{\Delta y^2} + \frac{k_0^2 \Delta z}{2} (n_{p,q}^2(z) - n_0^2). \) Representing \( E \) as a column vector, this system of linear equations can be represented in matrix format as:

\begin{equation}
A E^{z+\Delta z} = B E^z \tag{4}
\end{equation}

where

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
  b & -a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -a_y & 0 \\
-a_x & b & -a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -a_y & 0 \\
0 & -a_x & b & -a_x & \ddots & \cdots & 0 & -a_y & 0 \\
\vdots & 0 & -a_x & b & \ddots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
-a_y & 0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & -a_y & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\vdots & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
-a_x & b & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \text{and} \quad B = \begin{bmatrix}
  c & a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & a_y & 0 \\
a_x & c & a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & a_y & 0 \\
0 & a_x & c & a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & a_y & 0 \\
\vdots & 0 & a_x & c & a_x & 0 & \cdots & 0 & a_y & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \ddots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
a_y & 0 & 0 & \ddots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & a_y & 0 & \ddots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\vdots & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
a_x & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{5}
\]
Figure 1. (a) and (b) represent the intensity profiles of the optical field at the proximal and distal ends of the straight multimode fibre. (c) and (d) represent the intensity profiles of the optical field at the distal end of multimode fibre which is bent 10° and 20° respectively with bending radius of 1 cm. Scalebars: (a)-(d) 20 μm.

Figure 2. (a) and (b) represent the intensity and phase of the optical field at the straight multicore fibre proximal end. (c) and (d) represent the intensity and phase of the optical field at the straight multicore fibre distal end. (e) represents the intensity of the optical field at a transverse plane 500 μm in front of the straight multicore fibre distal end. (f) represents the intensity of the optical field at a transverse plane 500 μm in front of the distal end of multicore, which is bent 20° with bending radius of 1 cm. Scalebars: (a)-(d) 25 μm, (e,f) 50 μm.

are sparse matrices of order $N \times N$, where $N = N_x \times N_y$. As in matrices $A$ and $B$ in Eq. (5), the displaced diagonals start after $N_y$ rows or columns, which correspond to the partial differentiation in $y$ direction. Also, in the two diagonal entries close to the principal diagonal, every $N_y^{th}$ entry will be 0, accounting for the Dirichlet’s boundary condition. Finally, the matrix system can be solved to find the electric field at the transverse plane $z + \Delta z$ as:

$$\textbf{E}^{z+\Delta z} = \textbf{A}^{-1} \textbf{B} \textbf{E}^z.$$  

(7)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Multimode and multicore fibres were simulated using the described FDBPM method by choosing the refractive index $n(x, y, z)$ profile accordingly. The intensity of the electric field before and after propagation through a
straight 15 cm long multimode fibre, which supports 229 modes, is represented in Fig. 1(a,b). Fig. 1(c,d) show the intensity profiles of the field at the distal end of the multimode fibre with bending angles 10° and 20° and bending radius 1 cm.

The intensity and phase profiles of the electric field before and after propagation through a multicore fibre of 37 single mode cores are represented in Fig. 2(a)-(d). The field distribution was simulated to propagate a distance of 15 cm through the multicore fibre. The phase profile in Fig. 2(b) of the output electric field is solely responsible for the focusing effect after the distal end, as seen in Fig. 2(e,f). We could, for instance, model an optical fibre to be used for light-sheet microscopy, where generating a focus at the fibre distal end is paramount. Structured illumination at the distal end, such as a line focus, can be achieved by shaping the beam through individual cores of the modeled multicore fibre.

4. DISCUSSIONS

The speckle-like patterns shown in Fig. 1 (c,d) are consistent with the beam patterns often experimentally achieved when bending a multimode fibre. This critical behaviour poses a significant challenge when beam shaping through a multimode fibre.

As shown in Fig. 2(e), the optical field propagated through the fibre could be focused at a short distance in front of the fibre distal end without using any focusing optics. One could also observe that once the multicore fibre is bent through an angle of 20° with bending radius 1 cm, the intensity pattern at the focal plane will be slightly shifted from that of a non-deformed fibre, as shown in Fig. 2(f). At the conference, we will present results comparing the robustness against fibre bending of multimode and that of multicore fibres and show how this simulation tool enables the user to choose an optimum optical fibre with the best possible realistic parameters for any particular application.
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